Functional properties of single neurons in the primate face primary somatosensory cortex. II. Relations with different directions of trained tongue protrusion.
1. In previous papers we have presented evidence suggesting an important role for the face primary somatosensory cortex (SI) in the fine control of tongue movements. These findings, plus our earlier evidence that many neurons in face motor cortex (MI) may exhibit firing rates related to the direction of tongue protrusion, led us to test the hypothesis that variations in the direction of a tongue-protrusion movement would be associated with variations in the activity of different face SI neurons. 2. Two monkeys were trained to perform a tongue-protrusion task in each of three directions: the task transducer was positioned at 0 degrees, 30 degrees to the left, or 30 degrees to the right from the midsagittal plane. The latter two positions were termed asymmetrical tongue-protrusion task positions. Single-neuron activity was recorded from face SI during trials of the tongue-protrusion task at each of two or three of the above positions. In addition, the mechanoreceptive field (RF) was delineated for each neuron. 3. Directional relations were found in 25 (58%) of the 43 neurons studied; this included 20 neurons showing a significant direction-by-time interaction in firing rate, i.e., the change of firing rate from the pretrial period to the task period was significantly different between different directions, and 5 showing no direction-by-time interaction but a significant difference in firing rate between different directions of the tongue-protrusion task. 4. Of the 43 neurons investigated, 21 and 20 had a RF on the tongue and lips, respectively ("tongue RF" and "lip RF" neurons), and the remaining 2 received mechanosensitive afferent inputs from other orofacial regions. There was no significant difference in the incidence of directional sensitivity between the neurons with a tongue RF and those with a lip RF (12/21 and 11/20, respectively). 5. Eight of the 25 "directional" neurons were located in area 3b and 17 in area 1. There was no significant difference in the proportion of directional neurons between areas 3b and 1. 6. The increase in discharge frequency at the preferred direction was, on the average for the 25 directional neurons, 39% over the mean discharge frequency observed during the task period for all directions of the tongue-protrusion task. Eight directional neurons showed a significant increase in firing rate during the tongue-protrusion task up to 130 ms before the onset of genioglossus electromyographic activity.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 400 WORDS)